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Dear Network for Research into Chinese Ed Mobilities colleagues,  

Greetings. In this June 2019 issue we have brought to you our three latest research 
highlights, capacity building and job vacancy information as follows.  
 
Research Highlights 

1. Dr Minghua Wu (Chongqing University, China) and Dr Yanjuan Hu (Southwest University, 
China) discuss their findings on how a Chinese doctoral candidate reconciles conceptual 
conflicts in cross-cultural doctoral supervision, by drawing on their newly published article in 
Studies in Continuing Education.  

2. Dr Cora Lingling Xu (Keele University, UK) and Dr Miaoyan Yang (Xiamen University China) 
tell the educational mobility stories of a Mongolian and a Tibetan student through a 
temporality perspective. This is based on their recently published article in the British 
Journal of Sociology of Education.  

3. Dr Tao Li (Northeast China Normal University, China) reveals intriguing insights into his 
comprehensive research on the underclass in an agricultural county in Western China. There 
is a Chinese version 中文版本 here. 

To consult all our Research Highlights entries, please click here.  

Capacity Building 

1. A Conference on ‘Students in Changing Higher Education Landscapes’ to be held on 14 June 
2019 at the University of Surrey (UK) is open for registration here. There are some 
interesting papers relevant to Chinese education mobilities. For details, refer here.  

2. A Call for Papers for a Special Issue on ‘Conservatism and Education’ of the Jahrbuch für 
Historische Bildungsforschung 26 can be found here. The deadline is 30 June 2019. 

To consult all our Capacity Building entries, please click here.  

Job Opportunities 
 

1. A Full Professorship in China Studies is available at Aarhus University Denmark. 
Application Deadline: 15 August 2019. Refer here for the detailed information.  
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Communication 
Are you looking for research collaborators? Are you looking for hosting institutions 
in China to conduct your fieldwork? Get in touch with 
us (chineseedmobilities@outlook.com) and we will advertise your requests.  
For updates on our events, please click here.  
Follow us on our Twitter and Facebook.  
 

Yours sincerely, 

 
 
If you do not wish to receive updates from the NRCEM, please reply to this email and you 
will be removed from the mailing list.  
*** 

Research Highlights 

Transitioning to an independent researcher: Reconciling the conceptual conflicts in cross-
cultural doctoral supervision 

Minghua Wu & Yanjuan Hu (2019): Transitioning to an independent researcher: reconciling 
the conceptual conflicts in cross-cultural doctoral supervision, Studies in Continuing 
Education, https://doi.org/10.1080/0158037X.2019.1615423 

 

Dr Minghua Wu, Chongqing University, China 

 

Dr Yanjuan Hu, Southwest University, China 

mailto:chineseedmobilities@outlook.com
https://chineseedmobilities.wordpress.com/events-2/
https://twitter.com/ChiEdMobilities
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This recently published article reveals how misunderstandings arose and evolved from 
mismatched assumptions during the cross-cultural learning process experienced by a 
successful doctoral candidate. To gain an in-depth understanding of the causes of the often 
implicit conceptual conflicts between Western supervisors and their Chinese doctoral 
students, a blend of autoethnography and interactive interview are used to codify, analyze 
and ultimately further intercultural discourse. We assumed that the conceptual conflicts 
involved in cross-cultural doctoral research can be reconciled and structured in ways that 
can assist student development, which in this case is the transformation towards an 
independent researcher. We reconsidered the possible roles of misunderstandings as 
catalysts for positive development of independent judgment in three key ways: developing 
self-confidence in driving my own research; re-conceptualizing ‘critical thinking’; and re-
evaluating my own gendered social construction as an independent researcher. 

Conceptual conflicts widely exist at different stages of a doctoral research study but are 
hard to recognize in daily supervisory practices. This study uses the model of turning points 
to highlight the differences in education and cultural mismatches that may occur in 
transcultural settings. We also give three examples of such points: supervision instruction, 
definition of critical thinking, and the social construction of gender values. Our example 
shows that implicit differences in the expression of these ideas is an area that needs to be 
more clearly stated for both parties to have a better working relationship. 

The first conflict arose from a confusion regarding the expected level of supervisor 
instruction being provided in the actual supervision meetings. In our case, this conflict was 
also rooted in Chinese educational background, which was highly structured. Our reflection 
pointed to a lack of autonomy-related training. The second conflict refers to a mismatched 
expression of critical thinking, which is both culturally and educationally grounded. In this 
conflict, I was too quick to doubt myself to lack critical thinking upon hearing this evaluation 
from my supervisor. In the Chinese context, critiques are not often welcomed from a 
subordinate, and can be easily frowned upon when people lack the skill to express critique 
in a respectful, friendly and constructive manner. Whereas our example shows that implicit 
and embedded critique of authority added to the understanding of critical thinking. The final 
conflict identified in this study focuses on the restructuring of a socially dependent and 
conservative gender identity into that of an independent academic researcher. My new, 
developing identity is continuously constructed through self-evaluation and opinion sharing. 

In addition to my self-reflections as discussed above, there were other support mechanisms 
that helped me solve conflicts in a productive and character-building way. The Integrated 
Bridging Program (IBP) offered by the University of A help me acclimatize to western 
academia. I was also fortunate to have a Chinese supervisor to act as a mediator in helping 
me to overcome and capitalize on conceptual conflict barriers. She was able to clarify my 
Australian supervisors’ expectation, explain the targets set for me to complete my thesis, 
and share her experiences of transcultural differences in methodology both in Chinese and 
English. There were also a number of workshops and resources recommended by both my 
Australian supervisors and Chinese supervisor to help me develop my English academic 
writing. 
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 Authors’ Bio 

Dr Minghua Wu is an Associated Professor in the School of Journalism 
and Communication at Chongqing University, China. She has been working at Chongqing 
University since 2014 after she gained her PhD in the Discipline of Media at the University of 
Adelaide, Australia. Her doctoral research was “Chinese new media cultures in transition: 
Weibo and the Carnivalesque” which is published as a book by Peter Lang, ISBN: 978-1-
4331-5229-0. DOI: https://doi.org/10.3726/b15312. Her research interests include new 
media and society, cross-cultural communication and high education innovation. She can be 
contacted at minghuawu@cqu.edu.cn 

Dr. Yanjuan Hu is an associate professor in Higher Education at the Faculty of Education, 
Southwest University, China. She obtained her PhD in 2014 from Leiden University Graduate 
School of Teaching, the Netherlands. She worked at as a postdoc researcher (2016-2018) at 
the department of teacher education, University of Groningen, the Netherlands. Yanjuan 
has published in international peer-reviewed journals, including Higher Education, Higher 
Education Research & Development, Innovations in Education and Teaching International, 
Higher Education Policy, Studies in Continuing Education, Studying Teacher Education. Her 
research interests include transcultural learning and research supervision, teacher 
professional development, workplace learning, and research-based teaching. She can be 
reached at huy@swu.edu.cn 

  

https://www.peterlang.com/view/title/67531
https://www.peterlang.com/view/title/67531
https://doi.org/10.3726/b15312
mailto:minghuawu@cqu.edu.cn
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Yanjuan_Hu2
mailto:huy@swu.edu.cn
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The untold stories of two educationally mobile Mongolian and Tibetan students in China 

Xu, C. L., & Yang, M. (2019). Ethnicity, temporality and educational mobilities: Comparing 
the ethnic identity constructions of Mongolian and Tibetan students in China. British Journal 
of Sociology of Education, 40(5), 631-646. doi: 10.1080/01425692.2019.1576121 

 

Dr Cora Lingling Xu, Keele University, UK 

 

Dr Miaoyan Yang, Xiamen University, China 

Guoxiang (a pseudonym), a female Mongolian student from China’s Inner Mongolia, has just 
received a job offer in a US law firm, having completed her undergraduate studies in Hong 
Kong and is about to finish her Law training in the US. Before leaving Inner Mongolia, 
Guoxiang went to a Han-language school, feeling like a ‘normal’ person until she started 
getting bombarded by questions such as ‘do you live in a Mongolian tent?’ and ‘are you 
good at archery?’ at university. 

Dolkar (a pseudonym), a female Tibetan student, moved away from home to study in inland 
schools (neidi ban, established for ethnic minority students in Han-dominated areas) since 
age 12. Now, aged 23, she has just resat the Postgraduate Entrance Examination, hoping to 
get a Master’s degree which will allow her to ‘voice out’ her discontent and ‘fight for the 
rights’ of her people. 

It is widely documented that ethnic minorities in China are severely disadvantaged 
economically and educationally, when compared with the Han-majority population. 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01425692.2019.1576121
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01425692.2019.1576121
https://coralinglingxublog.wordpress.com/
https://harvard-yenching.org/scholars/yang-miaoyan
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However, little is known about the experiences of those ethnic minority students, such as 
Guoxiang and Dolkar, who have been given opportunities to move across or even outside 
China for educational purposes. In this article, we tell the stories of Guoxiang (2013-2018) 
and Dolkar (2011-2018) by tracking their education mobility experiences. We argue that 
there is dynamic temporal multiplicity in the ethnic identity construction of these two 
students. This multiplicity of temporality is manifested in three aspects: temporality of 
ethnic othering; temporality of ethnic identity awakening; and temporality of ‘worldly time’ 
and ‘ethnic time’. Both ‘worldly time’ and ‘ethnic time’ entail distinctive understandings 
about these students’ pace and priorities in life. Both students defer their ‘permanent’ 
ethnic identity to an imagined future. Yet, adopting the gaze of the dominant others, both 
students subconsciously constructed an essentialist view of their ethnic cultures as fixed and 
stable, and those of the dominant cultures as alive and fluid. 

The data are drawn from two different research projects conducted separately by Cora 
(2013–2018) and by Miaoyan (2011–2018). In 2013, Guoxiang participated in a longitudinal 
project in which Cora explored the identity construction of 31 mainland Chinese students 
who crossed the border to study at a Hong Kong university. Dolkar (a pseudonym) was a key 
informant in Miaoyan’s research project entitled ‘University as a Site of Ethnic Identity 
Construction’, which started in March 2011.Both students are from middle-class family 
backgrounds and have achieved considerable mobilities in their respective journeys. Details 
can be referred to in the table below. 

 

Using temporality as an analytical construct, this article set out to explore the impact of 
educational mobilities on the ethnic identity construction of students from two different 
ethnic groups in China. By juxtaposing in-depth empirical data of a Mongolian student and a 
Tibetan student from two separate research projects, we presented some intriguing 
similarities with nuanced differences in their ethnic identity construction by examining the 
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intersections between ethnicity, temporality and mobilities. Three patterns of temporalities 
are deployed in the students’ temporal processes of ethnic identity 
construction: temporality of ethnic othering; temporality of ethnic identity awakening; 
and temporality of ‘worldly time’ and ‘ethnic time’. 

The two minority students were both from middle-class family backgrounds and were 
privileged to access educational opportunities through mobility. Guoxiang experienced 
cross-border educational mobility by completing her preparatory education in Beijing, her 
bachelor’s degree at a Hong Kong university, working in Beijing and later pursuing a 
master’s degree in the United States. Dolkar’s educational mobility started as early as 12 
years old. Having been immersed in dominant Han culture for a long time, both students 
were alienated in various ways as their ‘authenticity’ was challenged by ethnic peers. This 
effectively subjected them to the peripheries of their respective ethnic communities. 
Meanwhile, their families’ higher socio-economic status and their familiarity with dominant 
Han culture have not exempted them from suffering ethnic stereotypes, prejudices and 
discriminations.In China’s current scheme of ethnic hierarchies, cultures of ethnic minorities 
are so exoticised, eroticised and historicised that they mainly serve as entertaining subjects 
in the margins of the dominant group’s private and public life (Gladney 1994; Yang 2017b, 9; 
Yi 2008, 111). In Hong Kong, the ‘mainlander’ versus ‘Hongkonger’ tensions and the lack of 
attention paid to ethnic minorities could present an added layer of alienation (Xu 2018). 

For a long time, both students had internalised such marginalised and voiceless ethnic 
statuses while shutting away from any ethnic talk that might further disempower them. 
Critical incidents at certain stages of their educational mobilities had awakened them to 
their ethnicities. In Guoxiang’s case, Mumu served as an ethnic role model who empowered 
her positive ethnic imagination. For Dolkar, the Sociology of Education class on ‘educational 
equality’ served as a catalyst for ethnic revelation. Witnessing the constant marginalisation 
and voicelessness of their ethnic groups, they finally felt the urge to ‘voice out’ their 
discontent and to ‘fight for the rights’ of their ethnic groups, although their strategies were 
still conditioned by the majority/minority, dominant/dominated, powerful/powerless, 
central/peripheral and visible/invisible dichotomies. Sensing that ‘ethnicity is a luxury’ at the 
current paradigm of time thrift, they prioritised their ‘worldly’ pursuits of social status, 
monetary and materialistic goals, and simultaneously resorted to leaving their respective 
ethnic explorations for the future. This can be explained by their temporal mode of striving 
and the redemptive nature of their thinking in relation to their ethnic identity and ethnic 
cultural heritage. 

Concomitantly, we note two schemes of time from Guoxiang’s and Dolkar’s reflective 
accounts: that of ‘worldly time’ and that of ‘ethnic time’, each of which entails a distinctive 
set of understandings about pace in life, priorities and importance. For Guoxiang, her 
‘worldly time’ was closely linked to a cosmopolitan orientation in which she prioritised 
engaging with the outside world not only within China but also abroad. For Dolkar, her 
‘worldly time’ was intently tied to a national focus that foregrounded time to compete with 
Han peers within the national ethnic hierarchy to establish and empower herself with a 
voice. There was thus notable perceived time poverty when it came to ‘ethnic time’, 
primarily owing to the overwhelming urgency to prioritise other worldly pursuits in order to 
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gain their foothold with a view to getting their voices heard. Consequently, ‘ethnic time’ 
took a backseat, deferred to the imagined future. Here, we observe the formation of 
‘hybridised’ethnic identities which transcend the essentialised ‘old ethnicities’ (Hall 2005) 
through their various and multiple mobile educational experiences, evoking Hall’s (2003, 
235) characterisation of diaspora identities which ‘live with and through, not despite, 
difference, by hybridity’and are ‘constantly producing and reproducing themselves anew, 
through transformation and difference’. 

While it is not our intent to generalise our findings to all educationally mobile ethnic 
minority students in China, we argue that these two ‘rhythms of timelines’ (Thompson and 
Cook 2017, 33) extrapolated from the in-depth and longitudinal accounts of these two 
students reveal a striking array of structural and social inequalities embedded in educational 
mobilities and ethnic relations in contemporary China. The dominant group’s consistent 
stereotypical negative portrayals of and indifference towards ethnic minorities we find in 
this study have served as a crystallising factor in demarcating the timelines of their search 
for ethnicity. Although preferential treatment (positive discrimination) has been offered to 
ethnic minorities to counter this structural inequality, the image of ethnic minorities as 
‘preferentially treated’ and ‘less capable’ (Yang 2017b, 239) has re-consolidated their 
marginalisation in the current unequal ethnic structure, which has the potential to deprive 
ethnic identities and cultures. Therefore, our findings in this article not only stimulate 
discussions and debates on ethnicity, temporality and educational mobility, but also 
contribute to ‘making and implementing policies of social inclusion for migrant and 
indigenous ethnic minorities’ in China (Li and Heath 2017, 1). 

Our reflections concerning Guoxiang’s and Dolkar’s ethnic identities constructions point to 
fruitful analytical engagement with ‘temporality’ in ethnic terms. First, ‘temporality’ is 
closely linked to the changing locations and relocations of ethnic minority groups. Second, 
time can be multi-dimensional and can be designated for inward or outward explorations. 
Adopting the gaze of the dominant others, Guoxiang and Dolkar subconsciously constructed 
an essentialist view of their ethnic cultures and conceptualised their ethnic identities as 
fixed, stable and ‘always there waiting to be retrieved’. In contrast, the dominant cultures 
are conceptualised as alive and fluid. For both students, critical incidents along their 
educational mobilities have not only empowered them in ethnic terms, but also awakened 
them to sense a pronounced distance from their own ethnic cultures. This distance is 
emotional and primordial. Hence, the entanglement of space and distance also offers useful 
insights for understanding ‘temporality’, especially if we examine their ethnic identities over 
an extended period. 

 Authors’ Bio 

Dr Cora Lingling Xu (PhD, Cambridge, FHEA) is Lecturer in Education at Keele University, UK. 
She is an editorial board member of British Journal of Sociology of Education and Cambridge 
Journal of Education. She also serves on the international advisory boards of Polish Journal 
of Education Studies, Beijing International Review of Education and on_education. In 2017, 
Cora founded the Network for Research into Chinese Education Mobilities. Cora has 

https://www.keele.ac.uk/sspp/people/staff/coraxu/
https://www.educ.cam.ac.uk/
https://chineseedmobilities.wordpress.com/
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published in international peer-reviewed journals, including British Journal of Sociology of 
Education, The Sociological Review, International Studies in Sociology of Education, Review 
of Education, European Educational Research Journal and Journal of Current Chinese Affairs. 
Her research interests include Bourdieu’s theory of practice, education mobilities and 
inequalities and China studies. She can be reached at l.xu@keele.ac.uk, and via 
Twitter @CoraLinglingXu. 

Dr Miaoyan Yang (PhD, the University of Hong Kong) is an associate professor 
in the Sociology Department, School of Sociology and Anthropology, Xiamen University. As a 
researcher of minority education, she has a particular interest in the Tibetan, Uyghur and 
Mongolian ethnic minority communities, employing them as a showcase of ethnic politics in 
China with reference to issues such as education, mobility, citizenship, ethnicity, identity 
and culture. She is author of the book Learning to be Tibetan: the construction of ethnic 
identity at Minzu University of China (Lexington, 2017) and a number of publications in 
Citizenship Studies, Journal of Multilingual and Multicultural Development and other 
journals. She is the Harvard-Yenching Visiting Scholarship recipient for year 2018-2019. She 
can be contacted at miaoyanyang@163.com. 

Underclass and education: An educational truth of the underclass in an Agricultural 
County in Western China 

中文版本 

 

Dr Tao Li, Northeast China Normal University 

The impoverished underclass in our society should be given particular attention by scholars 
and politicians. People’s real living conditions and miscellaneous problems on this hierarchy 
directly and clearly reveal the truth that, while the Chinese government has achieved huge 
accomplishments since the reform and opening-up policy, nonetheless, imbalance obviously 

mailto:l.xu@keele.ac.uk
https://twitter.com/CoraLinglingXu
https://harvard-yenching.org/scholars/yang-miaoyan
https://harvard-yenching.org/scholars/yang-miaoyan
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Miaoyan_Yang
mailto:miaoyanyang@163.com
https://chineseedmobilities.wordpress.com/2019/05/14/%E5%BA%95%E5%B1%82%E7%A4%BE%E4%BC%9A%E4%B8%8E%E6%95%99%E8%82%B2-%E4%B8%80%E4%B8%AA%E4%B8%AD%E5%9B%BD%E8%A5%BF%E9%83%A8%E5%86%9C%E4%B8%9A%E5%8E%BF%E7%9A%84%E5%BA%95%E5%B1%82%E6%95%99/
http://m.aisixiang.com/thinktank/litao.html?from=singlemessage&isappinstalled=0
https://harvard-yenching.org/scholars/yang-miaoyan
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exists between the rural and the urban, among different regions, different industries as well 
as different social classes; inequality implicitly exists in the structural and relational 
landscape of the social and political institutions. Meanwhile, designing and implementing 

the “Differentiated Compensation” (Cha Yi Bu Chang 差异补偿) policy, which has been 

politically legitimized by most nations to address the issue of social justice, is still quite 
formidable and challenging. The underclass population, which is impotent in articulation 
and highly under-represented, has no control on its own fate, and therefore highly relies on 
the nation’s conscience. Academic researchers and policymakers being the major agents to 
help representation of the underclass, their attitudes, either to neglect, to lead, to 
objectively judge, to sympathize, to understand, or to be considerate or integrated, become 
a crucial question. Ultimately, it is essential for the above two agents to reveal the 
underclass group’s true demands for interests, to understand their complex behavioral 
logic, and to design public policies which could effectively represent and address the 
underclass problems. 

Based on multifactor analysis, the author selected Jie County, an agriculture dominated 
county in western China as a representative underclass field to conduct longitudinal 
empirical survey and collect both quantitative and qualitative data. Adopting the 
perspective of education, the author aims to uncover the educational obstacles and factors 
hidden on the four dimensions of the underclass, community, family, school, and the whole 
population as a group, that lead to the vicious circle of issues and dilemmas in the 
underclass. The main findings of the study are as follows: 

First, regarding the underclass community, the author conducted a comprehensive historic 
review of the evolution of the township schools against the background of the national and 
societal structural changes as well as educational policy evolution during the 115 years from 
1990 to 2014. The review found that the rural schools, regarded as center for education and 
civilization in the underclass field, experienced aggravated decline due to both external 
interferences and internal deviations. The phenomenon of massive consolidation of rural 

schools in modern China is named “bottom-up literacy promotion (Wen Zi Shang Yi 文字上

移)” by scholars, an opposite to the historical phenomenon of massive construction of rural 

schools, known as “top-down literacy universalization (Wen Zi Xia Xiang 文字下乡),” has led 

to educational dilemmas in the underclass. Based on discourse analysis and field 
observation with various participants on various field sites, the author found that the “Wen 
Zi Shang Yi” phenomenon is resulted from both external social incentives and internal 
educational motives. The former include village culture subaltern to the urban culture, the 
breakdown of the knowledge and power in villages, impotent articulation of self interests of 
the underclass, educational poverty under the consumption mentality, while the latter 
include low attraction to rural teachers, lack of staff quota, and excessive administrative 
control. In order to make a difference to the current dilemma of declining education 
development in villages due to the “Wen Zi Shang Yi” movement, the author adopts the 
anti-normative theory of justice and the perspective of social stratification, and puts forth a 
new strategy of public policy designing framework for the underclass. 
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Second, as for the underclass families, the author was among the first to conduct an 
empirical study among the farmer families, the individual farmers, students and parents in a 
subaltern administrative villages to address the topic of “education utility”, and the research 
has led to six findings as follows. (a) According to the data of the indicator of “children’s 
general education status”, families with children who are in schools hold higher recognition 
of literacy utility than families with children who have already finished education in schools. 
However, in the survey to the former families, it is found that the higher education stage 
their children are taking, the lower the recognition of the usefulness of education. While 
among the latter families, the ones that hold the highest recognition are those who have no 
children under education or children dropped off at the compulsory education stage. At the 
same time, those whose children completed high school study take up the highest 
proportion among families holding the position of education uselessness. (b) In accordance 
with data regarding ” attachment between farmers and land”, the more dependency on 
land work revenue in the family income, the higher the families regard education as useless. 
(c) According to data analysis of the indicator of “fortune and status”, “affluent families” 
with annual household income between 50,000 and 100,000 yuan hold the highest 
recognition of education utility. And yet, more families whose annual household income is 
below 10,000 yuan consider education as useless comparing with other groups. Besides this, 
from the data of “family structure/status”, it is shown that families with single parent 
domination hold lower regard for the usefulness of children’s education. (d) In terms of 
“gender of children”, many more families with girls regard education as useless than those 
with boys. (e) More male than female farmers show agreement on insignificance of 
education, while compared with other social groups, more students and their parents 
consider education useful. (f) Although most individuals think that education is useful in 
rural families, the number of those who think education is useless is still a considerable 
proportion. In addition, there is inconsistency between their words and behavior. Therefore, 
as we can see from all the data-based findings, the mentality of “education is useless” 
deeply and widely exists in the underclass of the society. 

Third, from the perspective of underclass schools, the author puts forward that the 
underlying secret of the subaltern microscopic reproduction is achieved in the underclass 
schools by the “anti-school culture” among students and the seats arrangement by teachers 
based on qualitative studies in Yun Town, Jie County. During the study, a total of 22 eight 
graders and nine graders are recruited from a nine-year compulsory school as participants. 
Based on observation and interviews, it is discovered that the anti-school culture 
represented by these participants consists of despising their teachers, creating a mess in the 
classroom, expressing protest against the school authorities through language and behavior, 
organizing multiple types of peers groups (based on brotherhood, mentorship, relative 
relations, love affair relations etc.) to express group based protest through violence, theft 
and other misbehavior. To some extent, such anti-school culture is similar to but not the 
same as the culture created by “Lads” in the industrial towns in the UK and the “Migrant 
Children” in migrant workers’ children schools in Beijing. Specific characteristics are as 
follows: (a) compared to Lads’ superiority and the Migrant Children’s inferiority, the 
teenager participants in Yun Town have an alternative mentality mixed with “losers” and 
“tyrants” mentality. (b) By comparison to the Lads who have an obvious negative attitude to 
knowledge and diplomas and the Migrant Children who have a clear “affirmative” goal for 
diplomas, the teenager participants convey non-uniformity and fuzzy in words and behavior 
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toward their recognition of knowledge and diploma. (c) The Lads apparently have reached a 
“partial insight” about the truth of the educational structure and system, whereas the 
Migrant Children are definitely blind of it, and participants in Yun Town also have “partial 
insight” into education. Furthermore, by researching the seating in the eighth and ninth 
grades in the school, the study has found the eighth grade has a “center-periphery” seating 
arrangement in order to “shape role models”, while the ninth grade has the function-based 
front-back seating arrangement. The seat arrangement forged individual students to build a 
so called self-identity according to the space based position in the class, which led to 
different learning experiences, shaped different levels of study groups as well as their 
corresponding behavior, and even implicitly filtered students to different life and 
professional tracks after they graduate from schools. 

Fourth, regarding the underclass population as a whole group, the author analyzed the 
deeply rooted educational obstacles for the group in their pursuit of the “Chinese Dream,” 
which is a newly created concept by the Chinese government highlighting more concerns for 
the underclass group. To facilitate the analysis, the author classified the underclass group 
into two sub-groups, the group that stays in villages and the group that leaves the villages. 
For the former group, the author analyzed the mechanism system from kindergarten 
education to the job market, and found that there are various educational factors hindering 
the group to realize the “Chinese Dream”, including, ignorance of early childhood education, 
injustice of the nearest school placement policy, difficulties in the development of 
compulsory education in the underclass schools, the structure diversion factors after junior 
school, the weakening family social and economic status, dualistic labor market 
segmentation, difficulties in the employment, mobility and integration in urban areas. For 
the other sub group, the author attempted to understand the challenges from the 
perspective of the major policy issue of migrant students’ right to participate in national 
college entrance exam in cities. And it is found that no matter whether the policy is against 
or supportive to migrant students’ right to the exam, the policy is of little help for the 
underclass group to achieve their Chinese dream. On the one hand, if the migrant students 
are still not permitted to participate in the national college entrance exam in cities, the 
migrant underclass students will be deprived of equal resources in higher education, equal 
college financial supply, equal chances of national college admission and other institutional 
resources for them to realize their “Chinese Dream.” On the other hand, even if the policy 
allows migrant students to participate in the exam, it is likely to bring up the following risks: 
(a) it would be a misfortune for the underclass in cities and a sacrifice of their previous 
benefits; (b) the migrant underclass workers cannot really benefit from such kind of policies, 
on the contrary, they may be faced with a different type of deprivation of resources; (3) the 
underclass of the society and rural education could be subjected to further decay. 

Author Bio 

Dr Tao Li, originally from Mianyang, Sichuan Province, is an associate professor at the 
Northeast China Normal University/China Rural Education Development Research Institute 
and a PhD supervisor. Prior to his current post, he worked as a postdoctoral fellow at the 
Institute of Sociology of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. In 2019, he was selected as 
one of the awardees of the “National Youth Talent Support Programme” and served as the 

http://m.aisixiang.com/data/99333.html?from=singlemessage
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executive editor of the China Rural Education Review. He is mainly engaged in research on 
rural education, social stratification and inequalities, political sociology of knowledge and 
power, and social science research methods. He has published more than 100 articles in 
“Hommes & Migrations” (French), “Chinese Social Science” (internal manuscript), “Social 
Science”, “Exploration and Controversy”, “Humanities Magazine”, “China Administration”, 
“People’s Daily”, “Guangming Daily” and other publications.  More than 10 articles of his 
have been reprinted in the full text of “Xinhua Digest” and “Reproduction of People’s 
University”. He has presided over 5 national social science fund projects, and won 5 awards 
such as “First Prize of Excellent Achievements in Social Science of Jilin Province” and “First 
Prize of Outstanding Achievement Award of China Social Science Annual Conference”. He 
can be contacted by email at lit456@nenu.edu.cn. 

底层社会与教育——一个中国西部农业县的底层教育真相 

English version 

 

李涛博士，中国东北师范大学 

底层社会是一个值得学界和政界高度关注的重点公共空间，发生在这个空间中的人和

事用清晰而阵痛的事实真相提醒我们：一方面，在中国改革开放取得丰硕成果的当

下，发展仍然具有城乡、区域、行业、群体等深层意义上的非均衡性，制度和权利依

旧具有内在结构与外在关系状态上的非平等性；另一方面，现代国家在实质公正意义

上具有政治合法性现实依据的“差异补偿”性公共政策设计与实践还相当任重道远。生

活在底层社会中因发声“无力”、“无效”、“无能”而无法掌控自身阶层命运的底层群体往

往考验着一个国家和社会的良心，学术研究者和政策设计者究竟是用“冷性暴力”的漠

视态度、“他者代言”的精英姿态、“越位臆断”的书斋方式，还是用“暖性亲切”的同情态

度、“主体理解”的底层姿态、“在场发言”的田野方式，去揭示底层群体内在分化的真

实利益诉求、理解底层群体外在复杂的行动逻辑、设计与底层群体深切相关的公共政

策，这实质上是对一个国家和社会良心考验的第一步。 

https://chineseedmobilities.wordpress.com/2019/05/14/underclass-and-education-an-educational-truth-of-the-underclass-in-an-agricultural-county-in-western-china/
http://m.aisixiang.com/thinktank/litao.html?from=singlemessage&isappinstalled=0
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本研究深入到由“农业县域”、“ 西部村落”、“贫弱家庭”、“基层乡校”等多维因素组成的

中国西部农业县（四川省芥县）这一微观田野现场，从“底层社区”、“底层家庭”、“底

层学校”、“底层群体”四个维度出发，解蔽隐匿在底层社会内部通过各种教育阻滞因素

（宏观制度、中观环境、微观文化）如何共谋了底层再生产从而导致底层内生循环的

深层真相与发生困局，具体而言： 

第一，从“底层社区”这一维度出发，深入挖掘芥县从 1900 年到 2014 年共 115 年间在

中国宏观社会结构演进和教育公共政策变迁下县内乡校百年变更的复杂历史，发现作

为底层空间“教化”和“文明”中心的农村学校从外部“植入”到向外部大规模“剥离”进而加

剧农村教育衰败的现象，从而提出农村学校被大规模从底层村落中剥离出来是一个不

同于“文字下乡”的“文字上移”过程，通过多主体、多场域的田野观察和话语分析，发

现“文字上移”这一新生学术命题的内在发生逻辑是由村落社会的变迁性因素（附属于

城市而缺乏独立公共性精神的村落文化、村落内知识权力制衡的支点崩溃、农民群体

阶层分化而底层诉求困难、消费主义盛行导致选择性的教育致贫）和教育内生性因素

（农村教师职业吸引力欠缺、教育局人员编制短缺”与“事权增加”）所共同导致的，要

改善这种因“文字上移”而致使底层社区获得文字困难的现局，引入反规范性正义理论

下基于社会分层视角的底层公共政策创新思路设计或许是一个使“文字留村”得以实现

的可能性尝试。 

第二，从“底层家庭”这一维度出发，首次尝试性对一个完整底层行政村落“农户家

庭”、“农户个体”以及辖区内“乡校学生和家长”有关“读书效用性”问题展开量化实证调

查，发现如下结论：其一，按“子女接受教育状况”分层标准来看，子女正在接受各阶

段教育的农户家庭对读书有用性的认同度总体高于子女已经接受完各阶段教育的农户

家庭，但是在正接受各阶段教育的农户家庭中，子女接受教育阶段越高，农户家庭对

教育有用性的认同度占比越低，而在子女已完成各阶段教育的农户家庭中，对读书有

用性认同度最高的反而是无子女或子女在义务教育段即辍学的农户家庭，子女正在接

受义务教育阶段学习的农户家庭认为读书有用的组内占比最高，子女仅完成高中教育

阶段学习的农户家庭认为读书无用的组内占比最高；其二，按“农户与土地结合关系状

况”分层标准来看，家庭收入结构中越依附于土地收益的农户阶层，其认为读书无用的

组内占比越高；其三，按“财富拥有关系状况”分层标准来看，家庭年收入处于 5-10 万

之间的“村庄富裕阶层家庭”对读书的有用性认同度最高，而家庭年收入处于 1 万以下

的村庄贫困阶层家庭认为读书无用的比例最高；按“家庭结构类型”分层标准来看，权

力和活动中心越趋向于单一性的家庭类型，其对于读书无用性的组内占比认同度越
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低；其四，按“子女性别因素”分层标准来看，女性子女家庭读书无用论的认同较之男

性子女家庭更甚；其五，男性农民比女性农民更认同读书无用，学生和家长较之其他

社会群体对读书有用性的认同度更高；其六，尽管在农户家庭、农户个体中大多数认

为读书有用，但读书无用论仍占有相当比例，且存在话语表达与行为逻辑的不一致

性，从而证明“读书无用论”确实在底层社会中真实广泛发生。 

第三，从“底层学校”这一维度出发，通过对作为“学生”的云乡少年们“反学校文化”的生

产和作为“教师”、“学校管理者”的班主任、科任老师“编座”的空间政治艺术两个方面研

究展开，发现底层学校内部实现底层再生产的微观秘密。其一，对云乡九年一贯制学

校八年级和九年级 22 名少年深入的微观质性研究发现，乡间少年们通过“瞧不起作为

‘知识代言者’的农村老师”、“在课堂中制造各种混乱对学习表达抗拒”、“在日常规定性

作息中对规定性的时间权威表达抗争”、“在摄像头下采取剧场表演对敞视化的空间权

威表达抗争”、“组建多类型的同辈群体（兄弟帮、师徒制、亲戚制、情侣制等）采取

“计划式”违规范式对关系权威表达抗争”、“以找乐子、暴力与偷窃等方式摆脱无聊和

寻找刺激”等方式 

作者简介 

李涛，1985 年 11 月生，四川绵阳人，中国东北师范大学教育学部/中国农村教育发展

研究院副教授，博士生导师。中国社会科学院社会学研究所博士后，东北师范大学中

国农村教育发展研究院博士，2019 年入选中国国家“万人计划青年拔尖人才”，任《中

国农村教育评论》执行主编。现主要从事农村教育、社会分层与不平等、知识与权力

的政治社会学、社会科学方法等研究。在“Hommes & Migrations”（法）、《中国社会

科学》（内部文稿）、《社会科学》《探索与争鸣》《人文杂志》《中国行政管理》

《人民日报》《光明日报》等刊发文 100 余篇，被《新华文摘》《人大复印资料》等

全文转载 10 余篇，所撰专报获得党和国家领导人重要批示。主持国家社会科学基金项

目等 5 项， 获“吉林省社会科学优秀成果一等奖”、“中国社会学年会优秀成果奖一等

奖”等奖励 5 项。联系邮箱：lit456@nenu.edu.cn。 

*** 

Capacity Building 

http://m.aisixiang.com/data/99333.html?from=singlemessage
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CfP: Conservatism and Education–Special Issue of the Jahrbuch für Historische 
Bildungsforschung 26 

Conservatism and Education 
Special Issue of the Jahrbuch für Historische Bildungsforschung 26 
Editors: Michael Geiss and Sabine Reh 

Please email your abstract to the editors (Dr. Michael Geiss, mgeiss@ife.uzh.ch and Prof. Dr. 
Sabine Reh, sabine.reh@dipf.de) by 30 June 2019. The total length should be approx. 3,000 
characters. Invitations to contribute will then be sent to the selected authors by late July. 
The deadline for papers will be the end of November 2019. The reviewing and revision 
process will be completed by May 2020. The volume will be published in September 2020. 
We also invite you to submit educational historical contributions that are not related to 
the focus. 
The history of conservative thought appears complex. In a 2004 review of recent studies on 
the history of conservatism, Jens Hacke stated that “every historian of ideas who tries to fix 
the content of conservative thought has so far failed”. Even if, like Hacke, one emphasizes 
“home, family, tradition, and religion” as the institutions that conservative thinkers prefer to 
deal with, it still seems reasonable to focus more on the ambivalences of conservative 
thinking, and to rethink the simple dualism of conservative and progressive. In the context 
of a rising New Right, a sometimes tenacious left and – last but not least – renewed debates 
on the educational meaning of community and the common good, the difficulties in 
determining forms, elements and content of conservatism become quite obvious. This is 
confirmed not least by diagnoses such as those of Thomas Biebricher, who even speaks of a 
current “exhaustion” of conservatism. 
Currently, enduring values are promoted by all political parties. Today’s affirmative use of 
the term “conservatism” in Europe and abroad should therefore be taken as a starting point 
for examining the phenomenon and its transformation through the course of history. 
We do not assume that a political conservatism must always be accompanied by 
an educational one and vice versa. Rather, it is necessary to keep in mind the 
complicated and multi-layered interrelations between political positions, educational 
ambitions, social practices and self-understanding. 
The question of what is worth preserving is at the core of education. After all, 
education guarantees the transmission of traditions, experiences, attitudes and habits over 
time and thus ensures the connection of the present with the past – even if the 
transmission can never, even structurally, be a repetition of the old, but is instead always 
directed towards the future. Public debates about education and schooling are also always 
debates about the future of society. In this way, both utopias and conservative 
interventions are usually accompanied by strong assumptions about the role of education. 
In research into education we find both progressive and conservative positions being 
taken in practical thinking and reflection, parenting guides or teacher training. 
In the history of education, however, conservative movements and actions have long served 
to show how new, innovative or progressive approaches have finally prevailed. More 
recently, the “other school reformers” have also been taken into account. However, the 
simple distinction between conservative and progressive was hardly questioned here either. 
Thus, the variations of conservative options in educational contexts have to be discussed in 
historical research on education. 
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The special issue focuses on conservative thought and action in education since 1800. The 
competences needed for political participation were already partly dominating the electoral 
debates of the 19th century. In disputes over citizenship, political  participation and the 
extension of voting rights, educational arguments have also been put forward. 
Elites old and new were challenged by educational and social reforms after 1800, from 
social democracy and the labour movement to the women’s campaigning organizations. 
Even after 1945, conservative schools of thought quickly established themselves in Germany 
and found strong support in the anti-technology, anti-mass and elitist sections of the 
educational establishment in the 1950s and early 1960s. Not least, the so-called 
“neoconservatism”20 that followed the modernizing trends of the 1960s proved to be an 
international phenomenon, and a reaction to the retreat from empire, increasing labour 
migration, the second women’s movement, and finally the environmental movement in its 
various forms, all resulting in new political and ideological constellations. Already in the 
1920s, Karl Mannheim was arguing that conservatism had to be understood as a reaction to 
a perceived danger. He defined conservatism as a style of thinking, as relational and not tied 
to a certain ideology. It is a characteristic of conservatism that it is in the end not concerned 
about preserving the status quo, but fights for what is already disappearing. In the interwar 
period, the romantic concept of corporate statism underwent a peculiar revival in Europe 
under the conditions of a professionalized society based on the division of labour. The order 
of the professions not only became a political vanishing point for bourgeois or capitalist 
forces, it also found enthusiastic supporters among social democrats. The concept of 
European corporate statism was usually associated with ideas of natural acculturation and 
integrative vocational education and training. 
With this in mind, the special issue will focus on conservative options in the context 
of increasingly democratic societies. We are particularly interested in contributions 
that relate conservative approaches in educational thought and action to the social, 
institutional, colonial and gender-status situations in the 19th and early 20th centuries as 
well as the decades after the end of the Second World War. 
We want the contributions to deal with the difficulties of interpreting the 
relationship between conservatism and education as mentioned above. The focus is 
therefore on the relationship between a political conservatism and an educational 
conservatism in the narrower sense. What does conservatism actually mean in the context 
of education and upbringing at different times, and how can it be reconstructed? What 
continuities of political and educational thought and practice can be characterized  is 
conservative when their content and options have obviously changed over the last century 
and a half? Is it better to trace the phenomenon of conservatism by reconstructing social 
milieus and investigating networks than to proceed on the basis of ideas and concepts? 
We look forward to receiving contributions 
1. on the concept of conservatism in its historical development and its relation to 
education and educational historiography, 
2. on the relationship between political conservatism and conservative thought and 
action in education, 
3. on the relationship between conservative parties and specific educational policy 
options, and 
4. on the continuity of educational milieus which could be described as conservative, 
new formations and dissolutions of conservative networks in the educational establishment. 
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Geographically and historically, the perspective is not limited to Germany between 
the German empire (Kaiserreich) and the end of the Cold War. Rather, contributions 
that take into account European, transatlantic and (post-)colonial interdependencies or 
later German-German developments are especially welcome. 

Please email your abstract to the editors by 30 June 2019. The total length should 
be approx. 3,000 characters. Invitations to contribute will then be sent to the 
selected authors by late July. The deadline for papers will be the end of November 2019. 
The reviewing and revision process will be completed by May 2020. The volume will be 
published in September 2020. 
We also invite you to submit educational historical contributions that are not related to 
the focus. 

Editors: 
Dr. Michael Geiss, University of Zurich, mgeiss@ife.uzh.ch 
Prof. Dr. Sabine Reh, BBF | Research Library for the History of Education at DIPF, 
sabine.reh@dipf.de 
For treatises: 
Dr. Joachim Scholz, BBF | Research Library for the History of Education at DIPF, 
scholz@bbf.dipf.de 

*** 

Job Opportunities 

Job Vacancy: Full Professorship in China Studies at Aarhus University, Denmark 

Professor of China Studies in a Global Perspective 

The School of Culture and Society, Department of Global Studies, at Aarhus University 
invites applications for a permanent position as a full professor of China studies in a global 
perspective with a focus on modern or contemporary China. The position is available to start 
as soon as possible after 1 January 2020. 

The University wishes our staff to reflect the diversity of society and thus welcomes 
applications from all qualified candidates regardless of personal background. 

Position 
The professorship is being offered with a view to attracting talented applicants with an 
extensive and documented track record in innovative and internationally recognised 
research in the area of China studies, combined with specialist expertise in the humanities 
or social sciences as well as fluency in Chinese. The successful applicant will be expected to 
contribute to core activities at the School of Culture and Society and Aarhus University in 
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general, and to strengthen the research activities and output of the Department of Global 
Studies in particular. 

Apart from research, the successful applicant will also be expected to contribute to the 
following areas: education, talent development and knowledge exchange within modern or 
contemporary China studies at Aarhus University located within the field of global studies. 
The professor will be expected to undertake responsibility for and leadership of the 
academic evolution and profile of China studies at Aarhus University both nationally and 
internationally. 

Research 
The successful applicant will also be expected to provide academic leadership in the 
development of research programmes in the field of China studies, to develop new research 
projects with internal and external partners, to raise external research funding, and to take 
part in the daily activities of the department. Moreover, it will be expected that s/he has a 
strong engagement with interdisciplinary research cooperation within the Department of 
Global Studies and its global studies research programme, in the School of Culture and 
Society, at the Faculty of Arts and beyond. 

Research activities will be evaluated in relation to actual research time. Thus, we encourage 
applicants to specify periods of leave without research activities, in order to be able to 
subtract these periods from the span of the scientific career during the evaluation of 
scientific productivity. 

Education 
The successful applicant will be required to teach and supervise in China studies at all levels 
of the department’s degree programmes (BA, MA and PhD), and will be expected to have 
extensive teaching experience at university level. Furthermore, s/he will be expected to take 
a leading role in the teaching and further development of multidisciplinary area studies 
programmes, especially in a recently launched global and area studies programme and in 
collaboration with representatives of other existing area study programmes. 

Talent development and knowledge exchange 
The successful applicant will be expected to be able to identify the development potential of 
junior researchers, to contribute to mentoring, talent development and supervision of PhD 
students, and to design and teach PhD courses. Moreover, it will be expected that the 
successful applicant will engage in knowledge exchange as mentioned in the strategy for the 
Faculty of Arts, for instance in research cooperation with private companies, government 
consultancy, cooperation with civil society actors or the public dissemination of knowledge. 

Qualifications 
Applicants must be able to document 

• An original and relevant academic production at the highest international level 
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• Significant scholarly contributions to theoretical and thematic developments within the 
study of modern or contemporary China. 

• A solid track record in research leadership as well as in international research funding and 
international research cooperation including service to the profession 

• Fluency in Chinese 
• Experience in teaching, supervision competences as well as an active involvement in the 

education and study environment 
• Competences with regard to mentoring and a commitment to researcher talent 

development as well as the development and teaching of PhD courses 

Applicants will be asked to present their vision for future developments in this field and in 
research on China in a global context. 

Only submitted publications will be assessed; a list of publications is not sufficient. As a 
result, applications without submitted publications will not be assessed. 

Professional references or recommendations should not be included in applications. 
Applicants who are selected for a job interview may be asked to state professional 
references. 

Non-Danish-speaking applicants should be aware that the acquisition of sufficient Danish to 
participate in the daily administrative and academic business of the department within two 
years of taking up the position is a condition for their employment. 

The application must be submitted in English. 

For further information about the position and the department, please contact Head of 
School Bjarke Paarup, tel. +45 8716 2158 (head.cas@au.dk). 

For more information about the application, please contact HR Supporter Marianne Birn, e-
mail mbb@au.dk. 

Global studies at Aarhus University 
As an area studies programme, China studies at Aarhus University constitutes an integral 
part of the Department of Global Studies, which consists of language-based, regional study 
programmes, comprising China, Japan, India/South Asia, Russia, Brazil, and European and 
international studies. The department focuses on a broad spectrum of research into and the 
teaching of history, culture and society – all based on sources in the original/regional 
language. The approaches used have roots in the humanities as well as the social sciences, 
and aim to introduce creative teaching methods based firmly on research. 

For a more detailed description of the programme and department, please refer to 
this website: http://cas.au.dk/en/about-the-school/departments/global-studies/ 

http://cas.au.dk/en/about-the-department/programme-profiles/asian-studies/
http://cas.au.dk/en/about-the-school/departments/global-studies/
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The Department of Global Studies belongs to the School of Culture and Society, where the 
object of research and teaching is the interplay between culture and society in time and 
space: 

•    From the traditional disciplines of the humanities and theology to applied social research 
•    From antiquity to the issues facing contemporary societies 
•    From familiar Danish cultural forms to other – and very different – life worlds and world 
views 
•    From local questions to global challenges. 

Qualification requirements 

Applicants should hold a PhD or equivalent academic qualifications.Formalities 

• Faculty of Arts refers to the Ministerial Order on the Appointment of Academic Staff at 
Danish Universities (the Appointment Order). 

• Appointment shall be in accordance with the collective labour agreement between the 
Danish Ministry of Finance and the Danish Confederation of Professional Associations. 

• Further information on qualification requirements and job content may be found in 
the Memorandum on Job Structure for Academic Staff at Danish Universities . 

• Further information on the application and supplementary materials may be found 
in Application Guidelines. 

• The application must outline the applicant’s motivation for applying for the position, 
attaching a curriculum vitae, a teaching portfolio, a complete list of published works, copies 
of degree certificates and no more than eight examples of academic production 
(mandatory). Please upload this material electronically along with your application. 

If nothing else is noted, applications must be submitted in English. Application deadline is at 
11.59 pm Danish time (same as Central European Time) on the deadline day. 

All interested candidates are encouraged to apply, regardless of their personal background. 
Shortlists may be prepared with the candidates that have been selected for a detailed 
academic assessment. A committee set up by the head of school is responsible for selecting 
the most qualified candidates. See this link for further information about shortlisting at the 
Faculty of 
Arts: http://medarbejdere.au.dk/fileadmin/user_upload/Proces_for_shortlisting_december
_2017.pdf 

Aarhus University offers a broad variety of services for international researchers and 
accompanying families, including relocation service and career counselling to expat 
partners: http://ias.au.dk/au-relocation-service/. Please find more information about 
entering and working in Denmark here: http://international.au.dk/research/ 

Faculty of Arts 
The Faculty of Arts is one of four main academic areas at Aarhus University. 
The faculty contributes to Aarhus University’s research, talent development, knowledge 

http://www.medarbejdere.au.dk/appointment_of_academic_staff_at_universities
http://www.medarbejdere.au.dk/overenskomst_for_akademikere_i_staten
http://www.medarbejdere.au.dk/overenskomst_for_akademikere_i_staten
http://www.medarbejdere.au.dk/job_structure_for_academic_staff_at_Universities_2013
http://arts.au.dk/en/about-arts/vacant-positions/application-guidelines-academic-positions-2014/
http://medarbejdere.au.dk/fileadmin/user_upload/Proces_for_shortlisting_december_2017.pdf
http://medarbejdere.au.dk/fileadmin/user_upload/Proces_for_shortlisting_december_2017.pdf
http://ias.au.dk/au-relocation-service/
http://international.au.dk/research/
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exchange and degree programmes. 
With its 500 academic staff members, 260 PhD students, 10,500 BA and MA students, and 
1,500 students following continuing/further education programmes, the faculty constitutes 
a strong and diverse research and teaching environment. 
The Faculty of Arts consists of the School of Communication and Culture, the School of 
Culture and Society, the Danish School of Education, and the Centre for Teaching 
Development and Digital Media. Each of these units has strong academic environments and 
forms the basis for interdisciplinary research and education. 
The faculty’s academic environments and degree programmes engage in international 
collaboration and share the common goal of contributing to the development of knowledge, 
welfare and culture in interaction with society. 

Read more at arts.au.dk/en 

 

http://arts.au.dk/en

